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Activists-in-Residence: The Selmon Family

As our Activists-in-Residence, the Selmon family will give a variety of presentations on their humanitarian work at an orphanage in Liberia called Rainbow Town. The Selmon family founded a nonprofit called the SHINE Foundation in 2005 to help support the Rainbow Town orphans, children greatly affected by Liberia’s civil war. SHINE helped build a school at Rainbow Town and provides ongoing teachers' salaries and school supplies. SHINE also provides the children with funding for college and high school, medical expenses, clothing, and food. Presentations include: a film screening of the award-winning Rainbow Town documentary, an exhibit of original Rainbow Town photos and artwork, a talk about how to start and run a nonprofit, and a discussion of the US government’s role in failed states.

date location time
TUES. 9/25 ASSOCIATES ROOM OMU 7:00 P.M.

Co-sponsored by: College of International Studies
The University of Oklahoma is an equal opportunity institution. Accommodations on the basis of disability are available by contacting The Center for Social Justice, 405-325-3187, or csj@ou.edu.